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Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 

R. Shuman 
Rogers Engineering Assoc, Salt Lake City, UT 

ABSTRACT 

The Performance Asessment for the LANL Low-Level Radioactive 
Waste (LLRW) Disposal Facilty, Area G, is on-going. A detailed review of the 
inventory data base records and the existing models for source release led to 
the development of a new modeling capability to describe the liquid phase 
aqueous transport from the waste package volumes. Inventory is sorted into 
four release form categories and screened in a comparison of leachate 
concentrations to the drinking water limit. Percolation through the disposal 
unit is prescibed in an independent surface water balance model 
incorporating site rainfall statistics. Waste package types and the disposal unit 
matrix have independently specified solubility limits and solid-liquid phase 
partition coefficients, or Kd values. Analytic solutions for inventory limited 
release of each nuclide in each of the four different waste package release 
forms are computed. Isotopic contributions are summed over elements to 
limit the waste package liquid phase concentrations to the elemental 
solubility limits. Time dependent releases from the waste packages for each 
nuclide which may be inventory or solubility limited are specified as model 
output which is provided as the source term to the unsaturated transport 
model. The waste package efflux is distributed over the 2-D unsaturated zone 
model grid points corresponding to the cross-sections for 5 representative 
disposal units within the mesa top. Results show the Area G release is 
dominated by the inventory in the 'rapid release waste form' (Kd = 0), which 
percolates from the waste packages over 5-100 years and from the disposal 
unit over 50-1000 years. Nuclides in waste package categories with larger Kd 
values are released proportionately slower. Uranium and thorium are the 
main nuclides of concern released as solubility limited nuclides from the 
'historical inventory' at Area G. The analytic models provide an efficient 
means to explore the sensitivity of the results to variations and uncertainty in 
the model parameter values. 

INTRODUCTION 

A preliminary draft of the site Performance Assessment (PA) for the 
Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) low level radioactive waste (LLRW) 
disposal facility at Area G has been completed1 as required per DOE orders. A 
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detailed review of the inventory data base, records and existing models for 
source release led to the development of a new modeling capability2 to 
describe the liquid phase aqueous transport from the waste package volumes. 
The code output, a time dependent efflux to the disposal unit volume (as 
detailed in App.3B to ref.[l]), is provided as input to a sophisticated 2-D 
unsaturated flow model 3 for subsequent transport within the disposal unit 
and throughout the vadoze zone. 

The Area G disposal facility is located on the top of a narrow finger
like mesa composed of volcanic tuff (Bandelier Tuff), deposited in 
stratigraphic layers of ash and solidified volcanic flows. Waste disposed at 
Area G is placed into pits excavated in the volcanic tuff, crushed in place, and 
backfilled with the native crushed tuff to about 30% waste package and 70% 
tuff by volume. These disposal operations are evolving to minimize future 
disposal volume, and to assure stability of emplaced waste. 

Disposal operations at Area G began in 1959 and disposal inventory is 
established in a detailed electronic data base dating back to 1972. (Disposal for 
operations prior to that date is recorded in log books currently being 
transcribed to a new data base.) Nuclide quantities are associated with 50 
waste codes, which characterize the physical and chemical form of the waste. 

ANALYSES 

These waste codes were sorted into four waste package release 
categories, based on preliminary modeling efforts which indicated the release 
characteristics of concern. The four release categories include rapid release 
(with compartment release time of one year, and with solid-liquid phase 
partition coefficient, Kd, set equal to zero, taking no credit for solid phase 
reabsorption), soil (Kd for Bandelier tuff at neutral pH), concrete/sludge (Kd 
for concrete at pH=12, and corrosion associated with metal waste forms (with 
compartment release time of three hundred years, and with Kd=0). 

Of the 60 inventory nuclides listed with half-life greater than 5 years, 30 
were screened out in a 'leachate screening', and 30 were followed in detail by 
the source release model. The leachate screening compared the total 
inventory concentration in the disposal unit moisture to the drinking water 
concentrations that result in 4mrem/yr at the standard ingestion rate. Of the 
30 nuclides followed in detail, 15 were decay chain parents, with 48 non-
secular equilibrium decay chain products evolved self-consistently. 

Geochemistry for the waste packages was evaluated in terms of the 
equilibration coefficients, Kds, and elemental solubility limits, Csl, 
interpolated from the literature by Longmire4. Yucca Mountain Kds 5 ' 6 were 
used as best estimates for Kds in tuff and as conservative estimates in soil, 
justified by a favorable comparison of water chemistry between Bandelier and 
Yucca Mountain tuff samples 4. Solubility limits for tuff7 were applied to all 
waste packages except waste in concrete/sludge, where values taken from the 
literature 8 were applied. A program to evaluate site-specific Kds under field 
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conditions is underway at Los Alamos. This will include five key nuclides in 
several Bandelier Tuff stratigraphies and over a range of water chemistry. 

Percolation calculations were run with a modified version of the SPUR 
code 9 which does a detailed water balance at the surface. Results for the base 
case closure cover, 90 cm of crushed tuff, 10cm soil and a thin gravel-mulch 
seeded surface, showed an average of 4mm/yr percolation from the disposal 
unit bottom 1 0 . Recent results with revised crushed tuff hydrologic properties 
show an infiltration rate of 5.5mm/yr. The statistical analysis shows the 
average percolation rate is for a highly skewed distribution composed of 80% 
values equal to zero. The implications on the source release model of the 
actual distribution rather than the average value are under investigation. A 
range of infiltration model parameter variations were evaluated to account 
for evapotranspiration including rooting depth and leaf area index, and for 
run-off including surface slope and other factors important in the surface 
water balance 1 0. 

The waste release model is based on a compartment representation of 
the package efflux, and depends upon package size, percolation rate or Darcy 
flux, retardation coefficient, and moisture content. The physical and 
conceptual flow models are shown in Fig.l, where the concentration and flux 
symbols are defined. An analytic solution for waste package efflux under 
inventory-limited conditions (everything which is not solubility limited) is 
evaluated for each nuclide in each waste package type (or release category). 
This is described in detail elsewhere 2 with the result for the waste package 
liquid phase compartment concentration, C w , written as 

C w ( t ) = ^^7T : TT^: ( e x P ( - ? l s t ) " e x P ( -^ t ) ) ( 1 ) 

with 
A S U S _ A w q w m 

v s V W 0 W K W 

The compartment subscripts are shown in Fig.l, and the X values are 
'compartment clearance rates' derived by a control volume integration of the 
continuity equation defined in terms of the compartment area, A (horizontal 
planar area), volume, V, Darcy percolation rate, q, dissolution velocity, u, 
moisture volumetric content, 6, and retardation coefficient, R, related in the 
usual way to the solid-liquid phase partition coefficient, Kd, as R = 1 + pKd/6. 

Using this time dependent concentration, the waste compartment 
efflux, 1 w/ IS 

1 w

 = A w qw -̂w. (3) 

Nuclide contributions to the same element, including ingrowth from 
decay chains, are summed to compare to the elemental solubility limits in 
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each waste package type. Waste package concentrations for each nuclide of 
the solubility limited elements are partitioned to the contributing nuclides. 
The solubility limited waste package efflux for a nuclide is 

1 w — A w q w fsii C s i , (4) 

where C si is the elemental solubility limit and fsu is the fraction of the 
solubility limit which is contributed by that specific nuclide. This fraction is 
assumed equal to the nuclides contribution to the elemental solubility limit 
at the time when that limit is first exceeded. 

Solubility limited effluxes continue until the solid phase waste package 
concentration is depleted to the point the water phase concentration can no 
longer exceed a solubility limit, and subsequently the waste package is 
depleted at the inventory-limited release rate 2 . An algorithm of how the 
solubility limits are tracked over nuclides, elements and waste package types 
is included as Table I. 

Fig. la. Conceptual model for subsurface liquid phase release from a disposal 
unit. A representative waste package is shown to the left, and a disposal unit 
is shown on the right. 

solid phase in 
waste package 

r. ' W 

liquid phase in 
waste package 

c 
liquid phase in 
disposal unit 

Fig. lb. The three compartments in the release model are an equivalent 
representation of the conceptual model from Fig.la, showing contaminant 
concentrations, C, and flux, T for the three compartments. 
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Table I 
Algorithm for Model Implementation 

Over Nuclides and Waste Package Forms. 

1. Calculate C s(t), C w ( t) , and Cd(t) using inventory release limited 
equations for all time for each nuclide and for each waste form. 
A. inventory nuclides - analytic solutions 
B. decay chain daughters - numerical solutions 

2. Sum all nuclide contributions (inventory and daughter products) to 
each element concentration for each waste form. 

3. Determine time, tsll, when solubility limit first applies for each waste 
form, when Cw(for element sum) > Csi(element). 

4. Interpolate (in time) to get C w(tsll) for each nuclide and each waste 
form which is solubility limited. 

5. Calculate Cs(t) and Cd(t) under solubility limited equations 
A. inventory nuclides - analytic eqns 
B. daughter nuclides - numeric solution to eqns 

6. Sum nuclide contributions to elemental concentrations per waste 
form. 

7. Determine time, tsl2, when C s(element) is depleted to point where 
solution is no longer solubility limited, when C s < C si q w A w /(u s A s ) . 

8. Interpolate in time to get Cw(tsl2) for all nuclides for each waste form. 

9. Continue from t = tsl2 to t e n d, calculating C s(t), C w(t), Cd(t) using the 
inventory limited equations. 

The release model was tested extensively as described previously 1 ' 2. 
The analytic models described above were supplemented with numerical 
modeling in two areas. One, the ingrowth of progeny nuclides which can 
have transport properties different from the parent nuclides makes the 
analytic solutions to the compartment model impractical. Ingrowth of 
progeny is calculated numerically in a simple implicit scheme which 
implements the compartment governing equations with the added 
complexity of progeny ingrowth. This was used in the present modeling 
effort to account for 'daughter-product' ingrowth which could contribute to 
the solubility limit within a waste package. From the perspective of nuclide 
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transport in the site PA work, ingrowth within the packages was considered 
negligible, and ingrowth was modeled within the disposal unit and in the 
unsaturated zone within the 2-D unsaturated model 3 because that code has 
had more extensive QA and verification. 

A second numerical modeling effort examined the compartment 
solutions where the waste package efflux feeds a one-dimensional (vertical 
axis) representation of the disposal unit. In this case, release from the 
disposal unit is controlled by the vertical gradient at the disposal unit bottom 
which evolves consistently along the vertical axis from waste packages 
homogeneously distributed throughout the disposal unit. This work 
confirmed that the global or compartment model results were reasonably 
accurate compared to results with 1-D profile effects in the disposal unit 2. 

RESULTS 

Figure 2 shows the concentrations verses time inside the waste package 
matrix. The solid concentration, C s , is uncorrected for readsorption in the 
solid phase and corresponds to the case where Kd = 0. The actual solid phase 
concentration corrected for readsorption inside the waste package and 
assuming a nuclide with Kd = 0.5 is shown as 'Csmod', based on a governing 
equation derived elsewhere 2. Csmod decays over the time scale for 'rapid 
release' to an equilibrium plateau at a fraction, (p m Kd/9 / ( l+ p m Kd/0)) , of the 
original solid phase concentration. It then decays to zero over the time scale 
for percolation from the waste package, along with the waste package liquid 
phase concentration, Cw. If this nuclide becomes solubility limited, the 
Csmod concentration is needed to accurately track the solubility limited 
release through the solubility limited release duration. 

For the 'historical inventory' (1988 to the present) and site conditions 
at Area G, most nuclides are found to be inventory limited. An important 
result observed from the source release model is that for inventory limited 
nuclides, it is the component of inventory which is considered to be 'rapid 
release' which dominates the efflux function of time. All other release forms 
effect slower release rates which therefore reduce the efflux peak in time. The 
eventual peak in the aquifer concentration is determined by this release 
model modified by translation and dispersion during transport through the 
unsaturated and saturated zones. 

These concepts are illustrated in Fig. 3, which shows the inventory 
release, Ci/yr, as a function of time for four of the plutonium isotopes in the 
Area G inventory. The peak release rate for each nuclide is dominated by the 
'rapid release' (Kd = 0) waste package source term which occurs at about 3-5 
years. Contributions to each nuclide from the other waste package release 
forms have relatively slower release rates due to effects of solid-liquid 
partitioning and readsorption (Kd > 0), and are seen in the Figure as the 
'bumps' which occur later in time from 200-10,000 years. Because these 
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Fig.2 The solid phase concentration, Cs, is modified for reabsorption, Cs-mod, 
and decays to an equilibrium plateau over the time scale for 'rapid release'. It 
then decays to zero over the time scale for percolation from the waste 
package, along with the waste package liquid phase concentration, Cw. 

release rates are so small, the contribution from these waste package types to 
the peak release rate is small even if their inventory is comparable to that in 
the 'rapid release' category. 

For the Area G inventory and site conditions, the only nuclides which 
contribute significantly to dose and are solubility limited are uranium and 
thorium. Uranium is depleted at a solubility limited rate which is sufficient 
to reduce the concentrations to an inventory-limited release at about 5000 
years, after which the source decreases rapidly to negligible levels. This is 
illustrated in Fig.4 for three isotopes of uranium. As in the inventory limited 
case in Fig.3, there are contributions from multiple waste package types. The 
most inventory is in the 'rapid release' form which is solubility limited until 
about 5000 years. Imposed on top of this is a contribution from another waste 
form (concrete/sludge) which is also solubility limited but is depleted at about 
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500 years. Most of the uranium in this form is U-235, so only that isotope is 
noticably influenced by the second waste form. 

The thorium solubility limit is so small that the release remains 
solubility limited effectively for all time. Plutonium is close to the solubility 
limit and would become solubility limited under slightly increased disposal 
concentrations. 

Uncertainties in the results are examined via parametric examination of 
the input variables, and will be discussed in some detail 1 ' 2. Variability due to 
transient percolation effects is currently under investigation. Spatial 
variation in percolation rate or percolation differences within the disposal 
unit matrix verses within the waste package itself are being evaluated. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The results of a site Performance Assessment depend critically upon the 
source release model and its input data. The maximum concentrations in the 
time dependent efflux from the waste package will be integrated over the 
disposal unit volume and then translated through the vadoze zone and 
diluted in the aquifer while being modified slightly for dispersion and 
diffusion during the aqueous phase transport. Thus, it is a modification of 
the time dependent source release which will determine the receptor location 
concentrations and ingestion dose. 
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